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Research and Instructional Faculty: 1,947
Average age of Undergraduate Student: 26
PDXOpen
Started: March 2014
Goal:  Save students money, facilitate research, and remove barriers to 
information.  
First book was published in September 2014
- Supported and published 21 open access textbooks
- Donor supported
- Provide grants to authors
- Project management support
- Heavy focus in World Languages
- 300 & 400 level course
- Used by over 2,890 PSU Students
- Downloaded more 160,000 times
- Global impact - download in 216 countries
2017 - Became members of the Open Textbook Network Publishing 
Cooperative  
- Provided us with access to publishing services
Survey
Collect the experiences of the students using and learning from open 
access textbooks. 
Purpose:
● Compare Portland State University (PSU) student textbook 
purchasing behavior and impact of textbook prices 
● Improve the quality and number of open textbooks at PSU
Goal:
● Determine student perceptions of open textbooks and their 
effectiveness in their learning & course engagement 
Start surveying students Fall 2017
Photo by eberhard grossgasteiger on Unsplash
Methodology
Participants
● 140 Students 
○ Undergraduates
○ Master Students
○ Post-baccalaureate student, Post-doctoral student, 
Senior Auditor, Non-Admitted, and Other
● All enrolled in a course that uses PDXOpen textbook
Questionnaire
● 30 questions
● Focused on current textbook buying habits
● Perception of open access textbook used in course
Photo by Clay Banks on Unsplash
Students Textbook Buying Behavior 
Dolidon, Annabelle and Roulon, Stéphanie, "Histoires d'Avenirs: Science-fiction pour le cours de français 
niveaux intermédiaire et avancé" (2017).
https://doi.org/10.15760/pdxopen-12
How much do you typically spend on textbooks each term?
The PSU estimates that students will spend $1,263.00 academic year - roughly $300 per term
How often do you buy the required textbooks?
If you don’t purchase the required textbook for the course, how do 
you get access to the text?
When you decide not to purchase a textbook, what are your reasons? 
*6% other
How Are PSU Students Accessing Our 
Open Textbooks?
Johnson, Jeffery L., "Inferring and Explaining" (2019). 
https://doi.org/10.15760/pdxopen-20
In what medium do you use your open textbook?
How often do you use your open textbook in an electronic format or 
in print?
What do you like most about accessing the open textbook online?
“Saved me money, and it was easily accessible and able to be printed”
“I could search the text for keywords, etc. VERY HELPFUL”
“It's easy and convenient, which makes doing homework and studying for quizzes easier. I feel like I always have the 
ability to look back and review the content, no matter where I am, so long as I have my laptop with me.”
“I like that I have the freedom to access the book at ANY TIME without a special trip 
to Portland (which is an hour-long drive for me), nor do I have to spend money on 
gas and parking every time I need to use the textbook.”
“It’s very convenient for me to take class with a iPad, and it’s easy to 
take notes for me.”
How Do PDXOpen Textbooks Compare 
to Paid Textbooks
Sanders, Robert, "Leyendas y arquetipos del Romanticismo español, Segunda edición" (2017).
http://doi.org/10.15760/pdxopen-10
How does the content compare to paid textbooks in this subject area?
How satisfied are you with the content of the textbook?
“It corresponded with the learning goals”
“There is so much material. Truly, it covered just as much (if not 
more) than many of the text books that cost me upward of $200”
“It's directly applicable to the content we are covering in class”
What do you like most about the content?
“Make easy the academic life in PSU”
“The content is exactly what we are studying and will be using”
“It really only contains what is absolutely necessary 
and leaves the rest to actually be taught in the class”
“Completely indistinguishable from a paid textbook, apart from being 
accessible only online”
Would you recommend this book to other professors?
Is there something missing in this textbook?
“More exercise-type content that allows us to practice what we've learned.”
“Additional vocabulary”
“The book could be longer, I suppose”
“Because it is online, the table of contents is not exactly corresponding, due to the title page 
and table of contents counting as pages as well. I wish it could be in a better format than 
pdf.”
“Maybe more study options.”
“More stories!”
“The textbook was inspirational. Most textbooks are tedious (its all those pages.... 
textbooks are hard to move around and uncomfortable to read in bed) but this one 
is fun. When I print it out, it seems less scary because I only print out chapters as 
they are needed. I can see, visually, how much work I've done and I don't have to 
worry about how much I haven't learned.”
“Because this textbook is open-access, I was able to print it out and write all 
in it, highlight, and overall do what I need in it to help me learn and study. I 
learn best when I am able to write right in the pages, but with normal 
textbooks, I refrain from doing so because it was so expensive and I need to 
sell it back after the course. This lets me be less stressed about money, and 
about learning the way that works best for me. And now, I am able to keep 
this textbook after the class to go back to later if I want to.”
Limits and Takeaways
Understanding the student experience with open textbooks is crucial to 
the success of this model and there is not enough good info out there 
right now.
The students we heard from tended to express a very positive experience. 
Student voice is powerful.
But we didn’t hear from all students. And at least a handful of students 
still prefer print.  We need to make sure they understand how to print 
their own copy.
Limits and Takeaways
We can do a better job of helping students learn how to save an offline 
version of the material and how to use various study tools in the digital 
environment (note taking, annotating, highlighting resources, etc.)
Lived experience is an important academic frame - open Textbooks make 
the life of a student easier
Content not design matters
Limits and Takeaways
Knowing that the textbook was created by their professor is important 
to students. Our textbooks are just as good / better than paid textbooks
Ensuring that open textbooks are updated is important and a challenge
Thank you!
Karen Bjork - kbjork@pdx.edu
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